"Dancing Aotearoa" emanates from my conviction that, even in today's highly globalised and mobile world, it is not only possible but also important to recognise a contemporary dancer and choreographic practice that is distinctly from Aotearoa New Zealand. Its importance resides in the fact that, 174 years after the signing of Arguably more than the other arts, however, the dance artist experiences the world sensuously, emotionally and physically. S/he is attuned through a dancer's embodiment to be able to respond to the shapes, forms and energies of place by matching, morphing, shaping and re-shaping the space. His/her rhythms derive from an internal pulse and from the visual and felt rhythms of the landscape. This landscape might be constructed, angular and urban or elemental. It might be psychological, intuitive or imposed. It is my view that a dance artist has the potential, along with the other arts, to speak for 'this' time and placeecologically, socially, culturally or politically-and in so doing help define our national identity. In the following article I offer a commentary on connections with land, identity and ecology that can be seen in the work of some dancer/choreographers of Aotearoa. My commentary reflects my own depth of experience as a dancer/choreographer and educator, as well as some preliminary research with a small group of other dancer/choreographers whose artistry I have witnessed and who chose to engage with this issue. The artist and the land Even as most contemporary dance practice and educational preparation takes place in urban centres, I contend that our histories and experience in Aotearoa are influenced in some way by the natural environment and rural landscape. This influence may shape the psyche and tune the artistic eye of dancers, whether acknowledged or not. Most major cities are coastal or situated along the banks of a major river. Early arrivals to Aotearoa depended on the water for transportation and survival, and these waterways are acknowledged in whaikorero (formal oratory) to this day. Nowhere on our three-plus islands is very far from the sea and, consequently, I believe that a kind of, what I will term, 'oceanic consciousness' abides in all of us to some degree. For suburban or inland dwellers this sense of the ocean and remoteness may be more metaphorical and mythological (the demi-god Maui fished our northern island from the sea) than real or a result of a media-generated, tourism-promoting image of golden sands, pohutukawa trees and sailboats. But for many of our population, the surrounding pounding oceans have shaped our sense of an island identity and potentially influenced the quality of our dance. Behind the beaches rise dense bush-clad ridges interspersed with steep valleys, rocky creek beds and cascading waterfalls. The horizon, with its rhythmic undulations and jagged peaks, offers to some a reading as an avant-garde musical score. Crashing of waves on rock and beach, and asymmetrical birdcalls offer an aural awhi (embrace) of the natural environmenteven visible and audible from parts of the city. And the cities-with their rich mix of Polynesian, Pākehā, European and Asian cultures-layer the somatic landscape with mythologies that make links to lands far away.
The artist and the land
Even as most contemporary dance practice and educational preparation takes place in urban centres, I contend that our histories and experience in Aotearoa are influenced in some way by the natural environment and rural landscape. This influence may shape the psyche and tune the artistic eye of dancers, whether acknowledged or not. Most major cities are coastal or situated along the banks of a major river. Early arrivals to Aotearoa depended on the water for transportation and survival, and these waterways are acknowledged in whaikorero (formal oratory) to this day. Nowhere on our three-plus islands is very far from the sea and, consequently, I believe that a kind of, what I will term, 'oceanic consciousness' abides in all of us to some degree. For suburban or inland dwellers this sense of the ocean and remoteness may be more metaphorical and mythological (the demi-god Maui fished our northern island from the sea) than real or a result of a media-generated, tourism-promoting image of golden sands, pohutukawa trees and sailboats. But for many of our population, the surrounding pounding oceans have shaped our sense of an island identity and potentially influenced the quality of our dance. Behind the beaches rise dense bush-clad ridges interspersed with steep valleys, rocky creek beds and cascading waterfalls. The horizon, with its rhythmic undulations and jagged peaks, offers to some a reading as an avant-garde musical score. Crashing of waves on rock and beach, and asymmetrical birdcalls offer an aural awhi (embrace) of the natural environmenteven visible and audible from parts of the city. And the cities-with their rich mix of Polynesian, Pākehā, European and Asian cultures-layer the somatic landscape with mythologies that make links to lands far away.
Situated on a major fault line, we are in motion even as we sleep. Everything here is a seismic reminder that we cannot take this life for granted. Things grow in such abundance that early Europeans sometimes felt as though they would be swallowed up by the forest's energy. Hence their maniacal 'burning off' of the native vegetation in favour of the hedgerows and fields they had been accustomed to in Britain. This is the backdrop against and amongst which we make our art.
Each artist responds to life here differently-to our relative isolation, our racial and socio-cultural dynamics, to the ecological devastation caused by reckless migrants and profiteers combined with our family and cultural background, our upbringing, our individual character and our somatic experience. Whether these artists are poets, painters or dancers, this land-its geology, its weather, and its energies-has the potential to exert a profound influence on the work. The evocative poetry of poet, pianist and ecologist Denys Trussell (1991) Trussell has written extensively of the way that dancers, painters, musicians and poets draw inspiration from the landscape and of how our identity is interwoven with that of place. He describes the inspiration for his poem "Walking into the Millennium" (Trussell, 2008) 
Land and identity
How our identity is shaped by our residence in a particular place on the planet and how we, as human beings, interact with and help to shape that place has been much written about by scientists, anthropologists, ecologists, perception psychologists and artists alike. In their book Beyond the Scene: Landscape and Identity in Aotearoa, New Zealand, geographer Janet Stephenson, designer Mick Abbot and lawyer Jacinta Ruru (2010) contend that "landscape and culture are inextricably one, influencing the other in a never-ending dynamic, [and, that] our embedded experience of the land is always located, specific and distinctive" (p. 200). Poet David Eggleton (2010) describes landscape as "both emotional and physical … a cluster of associations-an inscape-as much as a topographical fact" (55-57). Citing French Theorist Guy Debord, Eggleton (2010) explains that "our evocations of [landscape's] energies and patterns, of its inherent entities or 'life forces' are part of its 'psychogeography'" (p. 56). I am attracted to this term in that it suggests a blending of the human mind/psyche with the land.
Relatively recent research within the discipline of anthropology of tourism describes new ways that relationships between people and place may be understood. Rather than dwelling on an ancestral connection with place, authors such as Anderson and Erskine (2012) describe a "coingredience" (p. 135) with the dynamic energies of a particular geographic location-a challenge thrown out from the land that may be experienced by a more mobile generation of travellers and new arrivals. These researchers suggest a synergistic relationship between place and individual selfhood. It is a way of tuning in to place-to listening, sensing, opening one's consciousness to possible transformative encounters that defines a certain kind of artistic practice that is, in itself an identity marker or a pou (territory marker).
My particular interest in this paper is how our relationship with the land, our participation in an ecology of place, shapes the nature of the dancer/choreographer in Aotearoa. And thus, in how the dancer/choreographer has the potential to speak for 'this' time and place and, in so doing, help define our national identity. My interest concerns the ways that the dancer expresses aspects of this influence, of this land, this place (which includes the urban environment) through his/her dancing and dance-making. The psycho-geographic landscape that Eggleton (2010) 
The sheep farmer's daughter
As a fourth-generation child of this land, raised on deforested farmland, I dreamed of a land covered in forest-a genetic 'cellular' memory perhaps-and lived much of my childhood up in the treetops. Whereas on the farm the sounds I heard day and night were of sheep and cattle and other domestic animals, my artist's sensitivities imagined a previous soundscape of rich native 'bush' and bird life. Living in the country as a sheep farmer's daughter trained my body to run, climb, jump, chase, dodge and carry loads. Later I was to constitute this physical skill and athletic movement vocabulary into eco-political dances such as Dance of the Origin (1980) or Waiting Trees (1981) . This later work was made to protest the felling of native forests-reconfiguration of the natural landscape for commercial purposes. In a more recent video-dance work, Anima (2005), the dancing entity is portrayed as a consciously human, participating naked, sensing, ego-less aspect of nature/place, Papatuanuku (female energy of the earth). Throughout these years of artistic practice, our company of dancers and musicians in Origins Dance Theatre made regular journeys to rural communities to share our environmentalist dance practices through workshops and performances. Our aim was to help local communities to present their environmental concerns through dance, to engage with the landscape. We were practising cross-disciplinary, collaborative, engaged community art-making that arose directly from our artistic interactions and our relationship with (and concern for) the natural environment. These experiences were to later form the basis of an ecological teaching philosophy (East, 2011) whose pedagogy embraces more co-operative, interdisciplinary and processoriented practices that fosters a connection with their local community and broader world issues. 
Towards a pedagogy of place

The dancer of Aotearoa
Curious as to how some of my former students might perceive the influence of the land on their dance, I circulated a request via the National Dance News Network in May 2012, asking dancer/choreographers to respond to the following questions:
• Q.1. If you had to describe the particular characteristics/attributes of an Aotearoa New Zealand contemporary dancer, what would they be?
In what ways, if any, does the landscape of Aotearoa inform your dancing/dance-making? or, where do your dance-making ideas originate?
What informs, inspires, motivates your dance?
• Q.3. How would you label/describe the kind of dance you make?
It should be noted that the dancer/choreographers who responded do not represent all of the dance artists of Aotearoa. While many who responded were my former students, they also included two senior dance artists, one of whom also taught many of the respondents. Two recent graduates of the current configuration of the programme I set up (now known as the Unitec Bachelor of Stage and Screen Arts-Contemporary Dance) also responded. Some I name, interweaving their ideas with my own. My qualification to do so is as a choreographer and dance educator in Aotearoa of some forty years. I am aware that these initial reflections invite more in-depth exploration and critical commentary from a wider cohort of dancers in the future. However, I hope this initial research will stimulate further discussion regarding the ways that place can shape both a people's identities and their artmaking.
In an autoethnographic research project (East, 2006) dancer, certain words appeared many times. Key words included "strong", "earthy", and "gutsy, physical". Other similar recurring expressions included "ambitious", "fearless, warrior spirited", "multi-talented" and "grounded", "a grounded sense of lightness", "a robust physique, "strength and agility", hardworking", "awesome", "unrelenting", "dedicated", "intelligent", "open", "diverse", "well-trained", "cultured … aware of culture", "emotional", "expressive", and "passionate".
Grouped together, these words immediately suggest to me a kind of dynamic and physical being that one might expect to find in a country with an indigenous warrior population, a people with a love of outdoor sports and a determination born out of a residual pioneer spirit. I note, as I write from the deep south of Aotearoa, how these words might suggest the frequent 'unrelenting' and 'diverse'
weather systems-with high seas, driving sleet and 'strong' winds. I wonder if a dancer's energy can be shaped by weather patterns. Surely, when one is in constant danger of being blown off one's feet or drenched in frozen rain, one might develop a more tenacious 'grounded' grip of the earth and resilience of character.
One dancer described a characteristic tendency towards "luidity and flotation My dance originates from a need to connect with myself and my own body as well as others and the world … about connecting to my own sense of self in order to be able to engage 'outside' of myself.
Antonio Damasio (1999) might call this 'sense of self' that Marler refers to "a transient core-self" (p. 171) that is shaped and re-shaped by its contact with the environment. In other words our identities are unavoidably influenced by our contact with particular place and its other inhabitants. Marler's choreography, often filmed out in the natural environment, is a sensual and sensitive immediate response to the local landscape where she was raised. Her body can be observed folding itself around, or carefully negotiating on all fours, the rocky coastal terrain of Otago.
Along with connection to particular land, the all-surrounding and powerful ocean featured significantly in the dancers' descriptions. Taking a more somatic perspective, one dancer wrote: "My internal rhythms are in relation to the body of water surrounding us." Another dancer described "a psychological-isolateddistilled-the island spirituality of being surrounded by the ocean".
The concept of particular places or geographical features having special meaning is familiar here in Aotearoa, since it may be where our placenta and those of our relatives are buried. In Te Reo Māori (Māori indigenous language), the word whenua has simultaneous meanings of both placenta and land. Māori people refer to themselves as tangata whenua (people of the land). These particular burial places are acknowledged in oratory and are considered to be deeply spiritually connected to the local people. In other words, there is an experience of the land as our relation, our whanaunga (extended family) as well as our turangawaewae.
These feelings of relationship and belonging are not only experienced by tangata whenua. O'Neil's reference to the audience's 'context' is important since there is an expectation, or at least an invitation, of each viewer to associate the movements with their own histories and memories of Aotearoa in order to make sense of the work. Adshead-Lansdale (1999) emphasises the role of the spectator in the construction of an essentially "unstable text" (p. xiii). The "everyday behavioural codes" are woven into "dance-specific codes" to create dances that are "part of the social experience; an experience that is by definition, shared and which is shared in language as well as in movement" (Adshead-Lansdale, 1999, pp. xii-xiv).
Narratives of the tangata whenua
Witnessing MTyland was like watching the social history of New Zealand passing across the stage. A later work, Southern X (O 'Neil, 2012) , used a similar panoramic structure with the dancers repeatedly journeying across the stage, always from the same direction-left to right, as if blown by a prevailing wind. Is it mere coincidence that Claire grew up in 'Windy Wellington', as it is colloquially known?
Writing of "the learnt body", ex-pat Norwegian/Australian actor Nicholas Hope (2013) suggests that the learnt body incorporates a physicality and sense of proximal space that is in part defined by the historic and socio-cultural responses of the prevailing community to the meta-geographic and lived urban landscape that the body inhabits. (Hope, 2013, p. 133) As a teacher of acting, Hope wants to identify these enculturated somatic habits in order to override them. Conversely, O'Neil has researched the dancer's psycho-geographic memory in order to find the contents for her work. She is consciously performing these "colloquial landscapes", as she calls them.
Digitally mediated connections with place
As a yoga practitioner and digital artist with a deep awareness of the somatic body, 
Influence of land on a Taiwanese/New Zealand dancer
Studies of genetic origins suggest a strong link between the Māori and indigenous
Taiwanese people (Samson, 1998) , whose different cultural behaviours, customs and attitudes towards the environment upon their arrival in the 1980s and 1990s at first seemed irreconcilable. Choreographer Yu Fen Wang is a Taiwanese dancer who came to the National Dance Diploma programme in Auckland in 1990 as a young woman. She learned to speak English in the dance class from a variety of Pākehā, Māori and Samoan 'kiwi' classmates. Twenty-two years later, her contemporary choreography reflects the strong influence of this land and its people. She explained how her inspiration is drawn from all of the cultural diversity that makes up Aotearoa, and describes her work as "a bridge between two culturally diverse worlds". Her influence is from an urban 'peopled' landscape dominated by a transnational flow "of people, goods, finance and symbols" (Freisen & Kearns, 2010, p. 94) , amongst old and new migrant communities of which she is a member.
In a review of her latest work, veteran dance writer Bernadette Rae (2012) wrote:
Wang takes an immense risk in the structure of her new work, made to celebrate the Chinese New Year. Not only does she cross both New
Zealand and Chinese cultural divides but she mixes art forms, combining elements as diverse as classical Chinese opera, contemporary
Western dance, folk tales and experimental theatre techniques. (p. 1)
As a first generation New Zealander, both her 'ethnicity' and her dance are evolving and changing (Shay, 2006) , and in the process she is also helping to redefine the dance of Aotearoa.
Translocated memories of place in the dance of tangata Pasifika
New Zealand-born Pacific island dancers' influence of place is mixed with memories of an island home largely passed down through stories from their immigrant parents and grandparents. Yet culturally specific (often island-specific) dance has remained as a living cultural activity that keeps traditions and sensorial The New Zealand landscape has a strong influence on my work. Its diversity and rugged beauty, the living energy that rumbles beneath its stillness seems perfectly matched and constantly in conflict, all at the same time. My movement aesthetic works to emulate this paradox.
Theme and concept arrive from various places of interest, reflection, curiosity and dreams. (2006) assert that dance is also a major vehicle for the construction and reinvention of identity and heritage. In the process, such dance artists are participating in and helping to sustain an evolving diverse 'indigenous' choreographic art form that the respondents variously named "contemporary dance theatre", "somatic experiential investigation", "dance plays", "movement theatre" or simply "relational" dance. Like its predecessor, modern dance, and others before it, the generic term contemporary dance may have had its day and it will now be up to the next wave of dancers to agree on a replacement. We need to remember that, just as national identities are constantly in a state of flux, regardless of how they are named (Shay, 2006) , the same may be said to be true for contemporary dance in Aotearoa. This is also likely the case for the dance education curricula that prepare the dancing body/mind, though a discussion of such is beyond the bounds of this paper.
For now though, it seems that I can identify some qualities of Aotearoa New Zealand dancers that perhaps span particular ethnic affiliation or stylistic preference. These dancers of Aotearoa experience a connection with the landscape-urban and rural-that supports and inspires their work. It is encouraging for me to witness a groundswell of environmental concern among the general public, as well as many of today's dance artists, and the efforts being made by some to voice this concern through their work. There is evidence of a growing recognition amongst the current generation of dance artists of the role that art may play in creating a more ecologically sustainable environment.
It has, at times, been difficult to explain this cultural and stylistically diverse performance practice that we call New Zealand contemporary dance that extends beyond and across notions of ethnic or cultural identity. From an ethnographic perspective it is almost impossible to choreographically 'situate' ourselves (Shay, 2006, p. 56) . On a recent cultural exchange with traditional dancers in South India, our group was regularly asked to perform our 'national' dance (East, 2013 I suggest that our richness as a dance community in Aotearoa lies in our own acknowledgment of cultural and individual difference, our respect for a bicultural
Treaty of governance and an acknowledgement of our Pacific Island cultures, along with those more recent arrivals from Asia and elsewhere. With the likely increase in migrant recruitment over the next few years to compensate for an aging population of 'baby boomers', the cultural diversity of Aotearoa will broaden even further-and along with it new forms of dance. Yet the land will remain a constant touchstone for those who reside here and who make art.
In conclusion
This country's small yet vibrant evolution continues, through the making of videodance, through site-specific performance, collaborative interdisciplinary practices, through improvisational and dialogical methodologies, whanau-based company structures, community-based dance projects and a variety of approaches to dance education. I have expressed my sense of connection to this land-its vegetation, geology and people-through an 'elemental whakapapa' (genealogy) (Trussell, 2000, p. 110) . This whakapapa influences the shape, form and quality of my work, European? These and all of the other combination of descriptions discussed above suggest a diverse community of dance artists-each responding in their own distinct ways to their residence on these islands. We are, as a nation, still young and evolving, slightly unsure of our collective identity but there is a massive strength in our individual and cultural diversity, as well as in our abiding sense of connection with this land.
I end this article with a section from a long reflective poem by Denys Trussell (1998) written while the poet walked the beach of a remote northern coastline.
Here, in Aotearoa, the interface between land and sea represents a transitional journey for all that have arrived on these shores. It may also be a metaphor for transformation and change. The poem most aptly describes an evolutionary journey-a transfigurative shaping of our identity.
You walk the flux: light within light and dark within light, change within change and in change, identity …. (p. 92)
